Assignments

Word Limits
Word Limits can now be set on Online text submissions.

Submissions exceeding the limit you set will not be accepted. Please note that students are not otherwise made aware of this limit, so if you are using a word limit be sure to indicate this in the assignment’s instructions.

Inline Comments
Instructors are now able to Comment inline on Online text type submissions.

Enabling inline comments in the assignment’s settings will automatically populate the Feedback comments field on the grading page with the student’s submission and allow you to submit inline comments as feedback. Students will see this feedback as a comment on their submission.
Please note that by default text entered in this field will show up as plain black text and may not be easily differentiated from the student’s submission. Using a different text color or italics for your inline comments can help make this distinction.

**Increased Point Total**
Assignments can now be set to be worth up to 200 total points by selecting the **Grade** type **Point** and entering the **Maximum points** desired under the Grade heading on an assignment’s settings page.
Advanced Forums

**Increased Point Totals**
Forums can now be set to be worth up to 200 total points by selecting a Rating or Manual Grade type, setting the Grade type to Point and entering the Maximum points desired under the Grade heading on an assignment’s settings page.
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**Increased Usability for Screen Readers**
Forums now display posts in compliance with WCAG 2 AA standards and are highly usable by those who use a screen reader. This has update has changed the look of the forums as well. The old forum display for a post, which looked like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discussion</th>
<th>Started by</th>
<th>Replies</th>
<th>Unread</th>
<th>Last post</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When is the test 3 deadline?</td>
<td>CLT Student001</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>CLT Instructor001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mon, 16 Jun 2014, 2:36 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now displays like this:
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Quizzes
Essay questions in quizzes can now be set to require file attachments.

Restrict Access Settings
The Restrict Access settings menu on all activities and assignments has been revised. In the previous version Restrict Access options were set and enabled from the options displayed on the page:

This has been updated to a menu in which specific restrictions are selected from a list:
This allows greater flexibility in restricting content by date, group, or other options.

Logs

Educational Level Criteria
Course logs have been updated to include a new criteria to filter results by educational level.

The options here are defined as:

Teaching: an event or action performed by a teacher (usually) which affects the students' learning experience. This might be for instance, grading a student or adding a module to the course.
**Participating:** an event or action which could be related to a user's learning experience. This might be for instance a student posting to a forum or submitting an assignment.

**Other:** Other activities, such as viewing an assignment’s submission status.

Leaving this option set to **Educational level** will display data from all criteria.

**Improved Event Descriptions**

Logs now include better event descriptions.

The previous log type can still be accessed by selecting **Legacy** in the **Standard Log** field.
Gradebook

A Scrollbar has been added to the top of the Grader Report Screen:
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- Column titles: Surname, First name, Email address, Course total, Category total, Grade 1, Grade 2, Category total, Assignments
- Rows: student demo, student.demo@bacc.edu, Morgan Kelly, mkefly@bacc.edu
- Data: 
  - student demo: -
  - Morgan Kelly: 84,500.00
- Categories: First name, Surname, All ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ, Surname: All ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
- Total participants: 5/5